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RAFT dispersion polymerization: a method to
tune the morphology of thymine-containing
self-assemblies†

Yan Kang, Anaïs Pitto-Barry, Anna Maitland and Rachel K. O’Reilly*

The synthesis and self-assembly of thymine-containing polymers were performed using RAFT dispersion

polymerization. A combination of microscopy and scattering techniques was used to analyze the resultant

complex morphologies. The primary observation from this study is that the obtained aggregates induced

during the polymerization were well-defined despite the constituent copolymers possessing broad dis-

persities. Moreover, a variety of parameters, including the choice of polymerization solvent, the degree of

polymerization of both blocks and the presence of an adenine-containing mediator, were observed to

affect the resultant size and shape of the assembly.

Introduction

Heterogeneous polymerizations, including dispersion, emul-
sion, suspension, and precipitation polymerizations, are easily
performed and widely used in industry.1 Recently the combi-
nation of heterogeneous polymerization with reversible-de-
activation radical polymerization (RDRP) has become of great
interest, given that this approach can combine the advantages
of heterogeneous polymerization with the controlled nature of
RDRP methods.2,3 RDRP techniques including reversible
addition-fragmentation chain-transfer (RAFT)
polymerization,3–5 various forms of atom-transfer radical
polymerization (ATRP),6,7 nitroxide-mediated polymerization
(NMP),8,9 amongst other methods10–12 have been readily
applied in this area. A number of these processes offer signifi-
cant advantages in the design of well-defined nanoobjects
through the synthesis of their corresponding block
copolymers.13–18 For example, RAFT dispersion polymerization
has been widely developed to prepare a solvent-insoluble
polymer block from a solvent-soluble monomer in the pres-
ence of a solvent-soluble macromolecular chain transfer agent
(macro-CTA).15,19–24 In most cases, by simply varying the
polymerization conditions, a range of common morphologies
(spheres, cylinders, vesicles) and a few novel structures (lumpy
rod,25 framboidal morphology,26 concentric vesicle,27 and
knot-like structure28) can be obtained. In addition, the resul-

tant block copolymers are generally obtained with good block-
ing efficiencies and relatively low dispersities.

Recently we have demonstrated the synthesis of nucleo-
base-containing materials using RAFT dispersion polymeriz-
ation.28 In our previous study, poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) was used as the macro-CTA and only adenine-contain-
ing monomers or a mixture of adenine-containing monomers
and thymine-containing monomers were used to chain extend
the PMMA block. RAFT dispersion polymerizations were inves-
tigated in both chloroform and 1,4-dioxane. It was found that
using these conditions polymers obtained were generally well-
controlled in terms of molecular weight and molecular weight
distribution. Moreover, it was also observed that the choice of
polymerization solvent played a key role in the final mor-
phologies achieved.

Thymine is one of the natural nucleobases in DNA and
binds to adenine via complementary hydrogen bonding inter-
actions to stabilize DNA and enable the formation of a double
helix. Moreover, it is also well-known that thymine can form
triple hydrogen bonds with diaminopyridine or its deriva-
tives.23,24 Based on these properties, thymine is commonly
used for controlling polymer tacticity,29 templating
polymerizations,30–32 facilitating molecular self-assembly and
aggregation33–36 and protecting active moieties.37 However,
there are still few reports on the systematic study of the self-
assembly of thymine-containing polymers of various
lengths.33,38 Considering the advantages of RAFT dispersion
polymerizations, we have applied this approach to readily
prepare a variety of thymine-containing nanostructures.
However, compared to our previous work on RAFT dispersion
polymerization to prepare nucleobase-containing nano-
structures,28 contrasting results in terms of morphology and
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molecular weight distributions of the resultant polymers have
been observed. Indeed, in the pure thymine system the pro-
duced morphologies are more varied and better defined
despite the fact that the resultant polymers are bimodal in
most cases. This contradicts current thinking that narrow
dispersity block copolymers are a prerequisite for the for-
mation of well-defined assemblies.39 However, this study
shows that well-defined nanoobjects can still be attained
although the constituent block copolymers possess broad dis-
persities (ĐM often greater than 1.5). Indeed, the study of the
solution behavior of polydisperse block amphiphiles is of
growing scientific interest.40–48 It is known that block copoly-
mers with broad dispersities affect the interfacial curvature,
which allows structures with non-constant interfacial mean
curvatures, but that are thermodynamically stabilized, to form
(e.g., prolate-spheroid micelles,40 stabilized vesicles,43 and
more complex structures42,49). In order to further extend this
concept we have performed RAFT dispersion polymerizations
of a thymine-containing monomer, which under varying con-
ditions can undergo hydrogen-bonding to allow for more
complex polymerization procedures. To explore this fully a
range of polymerization conditions were explored and their
effect on the resultant morphologies and polymers investi-
gated. Such functional polymers, capable of intra- and inter-
molecular H-bonding interactions are an interesting emerging
class of new materials which enable access to novel mor-
phologies and can provide an insight into the self-assembly
process of such complex functional polymers.

Experimental
Materials

Methyl methacrylate (MMA) was bought from Aldrich and
passed through a column of neutral alumina to remove the
inhibitor. 2,2-Azo-bis(isobutyronitrile) (AIBN) was purchased
from Molekula and recrystallized twice from methanol. The
synthesis of 2-cyano-2-propyl dodecyl trithiocarbonate (CPDT)
was based on a previous report.50 Thymine-functionalized
monomer, 2-(2-(thymine-1-yl)acetoxyl) ethyl methacrylate
(TMA), was synthesized according to our published method.51

Adenine-containing mediator, 9-hexyladenine, was synthesized
according to a previous report.52 1,4-Dioxane, chloroform
(CHCl3), and other solvents were used as received from Fisher
Scientific. Deuterated solvents were bought from Apollo
Scientific.

Homopolymerization of TMA

The typical procedure for the RAFT polymerization of TMA was
as follows: TMA, CPDT (1 eq.) and AIBN (0.1 eq.) were dis-
solved in 1,4-dioxane. The mixture was degassed via 4 freeze–
pump–thaw cycles, filled with nitrogen and then immersed
into an oil bath at 60 °C. The polymerization was quenched
in a liquid nitrogen bath and exposing to air. The mixture
was concentrated and precipitated into cold methanol. The
polymer was washed with methanol several times and dried in

a vacuum oven. The polymer was characterized by 1H NMR
spectroscopy and SEC (DMF eluent, PMMA standards).

Polymerization of methyl methacrylate (MMA)

The typical procedure of RAFT polymerizations of MMA was as
follows: MMA, CPDT (1 eq.) and AIBN (0.1 eq.) were dissolved
in toluene. The mixture was degassed via 4 freeze–pump–thaw
cycles, filled with nitrogen and then immersed into an oil bath
at 60 °C. The polymerization was quenched by putting into a
liquid nitrogen bath and exposing to air. The mixture was pre-
cipitated into cold methanol and filtered. The polymer was dis-
solved in THF and precipitated again. This precipitation
procedure was repeated 3 times in total to remove unreacted
monomer. The light yellow polymers were dried in a vacuum
oven and characterized by 1H NMR spectroscopy and SEC
(DMF eluent, PMMA standards).

Synthesis of block copolymers using PMMA as macro-CTA

The typical procedure was as follows: PMMA (1 eq.), TMA (X),
adenine mediator (X) and AIBN (0.1 eq.) were dissolved in
chloroform, 1,4-dioxane or mixtures of the two solvents. The
mixtures were thoroughly degassed via 4 freeze–pump–thaw
cycles, filled with nitrogen and then immersed into an oil bath
at 60 °C. The polymerizations were quenched by exposing to
air and cooling down. The mixture was precipitated in metha-
nol and washed with methanol several times. The polymers
were dried in a vacuum oven and characterized by 1H NMR
spectroscopy and SEC (DMF eluent, PMMA standard). The DP
of the block was varied by adding different amounts of TMA.

Characterization
1H NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker DPX-300 or
DPX-400 spectrometer with DMSO-d6 or deuterated chloroform
(CDCl3) as the solvent. The chemical shifts of protons were
reported relative to tetramethylsilane at δ = 0 ppm or solvent
residues (CHCl3

1H: 7.26 ppm; DMSO 1H: 2.50 ppm).
Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) was performed in

HPLC grade DMF containing 5 mM NH4BF4 at 50 °C, with a
flow rate of 1.0 mL per minute, on a set of two PLgel 5 µm
Mixed-D columns, plus one guard column. SEC data was ana-
lyzed with Cirrus GPC software calibrated using polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA) standards. The SEC was equipped with
both refractive index (RI) and UV detectors.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed on
a JEOL 2000FX electron microscope at an acceleration voltage
of 200 kV. All TEM samples were prepared on graphene oxide
(GO)-coated carbon grids (Quantifoil R2/2) which allows high
contrast images to be acquired without staining.53 Generally, a
drop of sample (20 µL) was deposited on a grid which was
placed on a piece of filter paper and then left to air dry.

Hydrodynamic diameters (Dh) and size distributions of the
self-assemblies were determined by dynamic light scattering
(DLS). The DLS instrumentation consisted of a Malvern Zetasi-
zer NanoS instrument operating at 25 °C with a 4 mW He–Ne
633 nm laser module. Measurements were made at a detection
angle of 173° (back scattering), and Malvern DTS 6.20 software
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was used to analyze the data. The viscosity of the mixtures of
CHCl3 and 1,4-dioxane is estimated by a simplified equation.54

ln η ¼ X1 ln η1 þ X2 ln η1

where η is the viscosity of the solution, and X1, X2, η1, η2 are
the mole fractions and viscosities of the two components in a
binary mixture.

Static light scattering (SLS) measurements were performed
using an ALV CGS3 (λ = 632 nm) at 20 °C. The data was col-
lected from 12° up to 30° with an interval of 2° or 30° up to
150° with an interval of 10° and calibrated with filtered
toluene and filtered CHCl3 as backgrounds. The refractive
index increment of the polymer in CHCl3 was measured to be
0.053 mL g−1.

Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments were
recorded at the ISIS neutron beam facility, on the sans2d
instrument at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Oxford.
Samples were measured at 20 mg mL−1 in CDCl3, which pro-
vides high contrast in scattering length for the polymer. Small-
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments were carried out on
the SAXS-WAXS beamline at the Australian Synchrotron facility
at a photon energy of 15 keV. The samples were prepared in
1,4-dioxane and were run using 1.5 mm diameter quartz capil-
laries. The measurements were collected at 25 °C with a
sample to detector distance of 7.160 m to give a q range of
0.0015 to 0.08 Å−1, where q is the scattering vector and is
related to the scattering angle (2θ) and the photon wavelength
(λ) by the following equation:

q ¼ 4π sinðθÞ
λ

All patterns were normalized to fixed transmitted flux using
a quantitative beam stop detector. The scattering from the
solvent was measured in the same location as sample collec-
tion and was subtracted for each measurement. The two-
dimensional SAXS images were converted into one-dimen-
sional SAXS profiles (I(q) versus q) by circular averaging, where
I(q) is the scattering intensity. ScatterBrain and NCNR Data
Analysis IGOR Pro software were used to plot and analyze SAXS
and SANS data.55 The scattering length density of the solvents
and monomers were calculated using the “Scattering Length
Density Calculator” provided by the NIST Center for Neutron
Research.56

Results and discussion

The homopolymerizations of TMA in chloroform and DMF
were reported in our previous study.51 Although TMA could be
polymerized in chloroform, due to the heterogeneous nature
of the polymerization it was not well-controlled.51 However,
poly(TMA) obtained using DMF as the polymerization solvent
was well-defined in terms of molecular weight and molecular
weight distribution.51 In this study, the homopolymerization of
TMA in 1,4-dioxane was also performed. The solubility of PTMA
in 1,4-dioxane was improved compared to that in chloroform,
although some precipitation of the polymer still occurred as

the polymerization proceeded, however, the molecular weight
distribution of the resultant polymer was narrower (1.14 versus
1.86) and the resultant molecular weight was more controlled
compared to polymerization in chloroform (polymer 1, Fig. S1
and Table S1†). These observations suggest that it is possible
to perform RAFT dispersion polymerizations of TMA using 1,4-
dioxane as the solvent. Based on these observations 1,4-
dioxane was used a good solvent for the dispersion polymeriz-
ation with a PMMA macro-CTA.

The synthetic route for the PMMA macro-CTA synthesis
(2 and 3) is shown in Scheme 1. CPDT was used as the CTA as
it is suitable for the polymerization of methacrylates and the
polymerizations were stopped at relatively low conversion
<60% to ensure good end group fidelity. The DP of the PMMA
macro-CTA was determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy by
comparing the integration of PMMA backbone signals with
those of the CPDT end group. The resulting DPs of PMMA
were ca. 70 (polymer 2) and 220 (polymer 3). SEC (DMF as
eluent, PMMA standards) was used to further determine the
molecular weight and the molecular weight distribution. In
addition to the observed narrow molecular weight distri-
butions, the molecular weights from SEC are consistent with
the results from 1H NMR spectroscopy. Furthermore, the RI
SEC trace and UV SEC trace (λ = 309 nm from trithiocarbonate
end group) overlap well, suggesting good end group fidelity
(Fig. S2†).

RAFT dispersion polymerizations of TMA were performed at
60 °C using 2 or 3 as the macro-CTA and AIBN as the initiator.
The conversions of the polymerizations were determined by
1H NMR spectroscopy and the molecular weight and molecular
weight distributions were analysed by SEC (DMF as eluent,
PMMA as standards). The morphologies induced during the
polymerizations were characterized by both light scattering

Scheme 1 Synthetic route for the macro-CTAs (PMMA, 2 and 3) and
the thymine-containing diblock copolymers using RAFT dispersion
polymerization (4–9).
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and microscopy analysis. To explore the polymerization para-
meters more fully and understand the dispersion polymeriz-
ation procedure a range of conditions (including solvent
quality, nucleobase block length, addition of a mediator) were
utilized to prepare the block copolymers and nanostructures.

Effect of solvent

As observed in our previous study, solvent plays a key role in
the RAFT dispersion polymerization of nucleobase-containing
monomers,28 where different morphologies are observed using
different solvents. In this study, chloroform, 1,4-dioxane, and
mixtures of the two solvents at various ratios were utilized as
the polymerization solvent to study the effect on the RAFT dis-
persion polymerization of TMA. The initial ratio of macro-CTA :
TMA : AIBN was 1 : 100 : 0.1 and PMMA with a DP of 70 was
used as the macro-CTA, 2, (the polymers/polymerizations were
named as 4–X; where X denotes the composition of chloroform
in a solvent mixture), see Table S1.†

Under these different solvent conditions a range of assem-
bly morphologies were obtained for the targeted block copoly-
mer PMMA70-b-PTMA100. When pure chloroform was used as
the polymerization solvent, a bimodal molecular weight distri-
bution was observed by SEC and only well-defined aggregates
(ca. 200 nm) were observed by light scattering (Table S1 4–100
and Fig. S3†). Examination of the reaction mixture by dry state
TEM indicated that vesicles were formed during the dispersion
polymerization (Fig. 1a, 4–100). To eliminate the possibility of
imaging artefacts caused by imaging particles in the dry-state,
SLS was also conducted on the sample to further determine
the morphology (Fig. S3†). A Zimm analysis revealed that the
P-ratio (Rg/Rh, ratio between radius of gyration and hydro-
dynamic radius) of the nanostructures was close to 1 (Rg/Rh =
1.17), indicating the formation of hollow structures.57,58 SANS
was also conducted on a more concentrated sample (20 mg
mL−1), which was obtained directly from the polymerization
solution without dilution (Fig. S4†). The Guinier-Porod fit was
firstly applied to confirm a spherical shape for these assem-
blies.59 Furthermore, the thickness of the vesicle membrane
was determined from a plot of q2I(q) versus q.60 The first
minimum of this plot q corresponds to the first zero of the
membrane factor given by:

d ¼ 2π=q

where d is the membrane thickness. Such a plot gave a thick-
ness of 41 nm (Fig. S4†). To investigate the morphology of
the assembly in more detail, the polycoreshell ratio model
(from the NIST package) was also used.61 In this model, both
core and shell are polydisperse and the core is considered as
the solvent-filled lumen of the vesicles. From the fit, the thick-
ness of the shell (the membrane in our study) is determined to
be 38.3 nm and the radius of the core (the lumen in this
study) is 70.0 nm with a dispersity of both the core and the
shell of 0.18. The thickness of the membrane correlates well
with the value determined using the q2I(q) versus q plot. The
total radius (108.3 nm) is also consistent with the results from
DLS and TEM analysis. Moreover, the scattering length density

(SLD) of the shell correlates well with experimental and theore-
tical values of both PMMA and PTMA.

When a mixture of chloroform and 1,4-dioxane (volume
composition of chloroform: 75%) was used as the solvent
(Table S1 4–75, Fig. S5†), once again a bimodal polymer
formed and a more complex morphology was observed. In this
case lamellae with tentacles were observed by TEM analysis
(Fig. 1b, 4–75). These assemblies appeared well defined by
DLS analysis and had a hydrodynamic diameter of ca. 300 nm.
AFM analysis was conducted on this sample, which further
confirmed the formation of lamellae with tentacles mor-
phology. Moreover, it showed the height of the lamellae and
tentacles were ca. 25 and 35 nm, respectively (Fig. S6†).
Further decreasing the volume composition of chloroform
during the polymerization to 50% led to the formation of long
flexible cylinders (Table S1 4–50, Fig. S7†). From TEM analysis,
the cylinders were around 5 µm long (Fig. 1c, 4–50). Even
longer and thinner cylinders were observed when the compo-
sitions of chloroform were 33% and 25%, respectively (Fig. 1d,
4–33 and 1e, 4–25; Fig. S8 and S9†). These cylinders were more

Fig. 1 Representative dry state TEM images of self-assemblies prepared
by RAFT dispersion polymerization for the target polymers PMMA70-b-
PTMA100, 4–X in different solvents (from a to g: volume compositions of
CHCl3 in a CHCl3 and 1,4-dioxane mixture, 100%, 75%, 50%, 33%, 25%,
12.5% and 0%) and their corresponding size and size distributions as
determined by DLS (h). Scale bar: 100 nm (1000 nm for c, d, and e).
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than 10 µm in length and around 55 nm in width by TEM ana-
lysis. However, when the amount of chloroform used in the
dispersion polymerization was dropped to 12.5%, much
shorter worm-like structures were obtained (Fig. 1f, 4–12.5;
Fig. S10†) and the width of cylinders slightly increased to
75 nm. DLS was also used to analyze the resultant mor-
phologies. However, due to the highly elongated structures
obtained in these systems, the sizes obtained from DLS are
relative values.62

In the case of pure 1,4-dioxane as the polymerization
solvent, low contrast disk-like structures with a diameter of ca.
100 nm were observed by TEM analysis (Fig. 1g, 4–0;
Fig. S11†). AFM was then conducted on this sample and the
heights of the structures were ca. 3–5 nm (Fig. S12†), which
confirmed the disc-like morphology. SAXS was used to further
analyze the morphology in solution (Fig. S13†). Kratky plots
for spheres and cylinders were plotted with the raw data to
emphasize the deviation of the scattering intensity at high-q
values. The sphere plot (q2I(q) versus q) showed a horizontal
asymptote at high q values which suggests the presence of
spheres. In the meantime the cylinder plot (qI(q) versus q) also
tended to a horizontal asymptote at high-q values thus con-
firming the presence of cylinders in solution. Such plots can
suggest the assemblies have both spherical and cylindrical fea-
tures. Slopes of −1 and −2 were observed in the log(I(q)) versus
log(q) plot, which suggests the presence of rods with a very
short length. Finally different models were applied and
attempts to analyze this profile with a disperse spherical
uniform model,61 uniform convex lens,63,64 or uniform cylind-
rical models (with short length to account for a disk-like mor-
phology)59 yielded poor quality data fits. This suggests that the
morphologies were not convex lenses, simple spheres or disks.
Indeed, a core–shell cylindrical model with dispersity in the
core radius provided the best results (Fig. S13†).59 This fit
suggested that structures were formed with a core radius of
ca. 9 nm, a corona thickness of ca. 8 nm and a core length or
depth of ca. 3 nm, suggesting the formation of disk-like struc-
tures. Whilst this fit was the best of those examined, the
quality was not as good as expected. Moreover, the large differ-
ence of dimensions obtained between the structure models
utilized in the SAXS analysis and the TEM analysis suggests
that the former did not reflect the entire sample. This may be
due to a solvation effect or large sample dispersity in either
diameter or height. Given the observations made by TEM ana-
lysis it is suggested that the dispersity is in the height of the
disk rather than the diameter.

Overall, these results show that various morphologies can
be accessed by varying the composition of solvent during the
RAFT dispersion polymerization of TMA. However, the poly-
mers obtained under the range of polymerization solvents
were not monodisperse (Fig. S14†). Indeed bimodal chromato-
grams were observed by SEC analysis in each case. To elimin-
ate the possibility that TMA monomer had undergone side-
reactions during the polymerization, mixtures of TMA and
CPDT were stirred at 60 °C in chloroform under N2 atmosphere
for 24 hours. Monitoring by 1H NMR spectroscopy analysis,

there was no obvious change observed before and after
heating, which indicated that both TMA and the chain transfer
agent were stable under the polymerization conditions
(Fig. S15†). Therefore, it was concluded that the observed
bimodal distributions of the polymers were induced by the
RAFT dispersion polymerization process.

Effect of TMA block length

In addition to the effect of the solvent used for the polymeriz-
ations, the effect of varying TMA block length was also investi-
gated using macro-CTA 2, using both chloroform and 1,4-
dioxane as the polymerization solvents. In chloroform the
target DPs of the thymine-containing block were 20, 50, and
100 and different morphologies were obtained for each
polymerization in this series. When the DP of the thymine-
containing block was 20, spherical micelles were observed by
TEM analysis (Fig. 2a, 5) and they were confirmed as solid
spheres by SLS (Rg/Rh = 0.79, Fig. S16†). Further increasing the
DP of the thymine-containing block to 50 resulted in the for-
mation of cylinders (Fig. 2b, 6a). The length of cylinders was
more than 500 nm by TEM analysis, however, some spherical
micelles were also observed. To further determine the mor-
phologies in solution, SANS was also conducted on sample 6a.
The Guinier-Porod model was used firstly to provide infor-
mation on the shape of the scattering objects (Rg and an-
isotropy). A dimension parameter of 1.32 was obtained,
indicating the formation of elongated objects. However, as the
minimum q value is 0.004 Å−1 and the structures are relatively
big (Rg > 100 nm), it is difficult to have full confidence in this
fit (Fig. S18†). As a mixture of spheres and cylinders were
observed by TEM analysis, a linear combination (sum model
fit) of a model for spheres with some dispersity (sphere fit)65

and a model for cylinders with some dispersity (cylinder fit)
was created to analyze the structures in solution (Fig. S18†).

Fig. 2 (a) and (b) Representative TEM images of self-assemblies pre-
pared by RAFT dispersion polymerization in chloroform for a target
copolymer PMMA70-b-PTMAn, their corresponding chemical structures
(c) and DLS particle size distributions (d) with increasing TMA block
length. Scale bar: 100 nm.
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This confirmed the observation by TEM analysis that both
cylinders and spheres coexist in solution. As discussed above
for polymer 4–100, when the DP of the thymine-containing
block was increased to 100, only vesicles were observed by
TEM analysis (Fig. 1a).

Thus, with decreasing TMA block length and hence increas-
ing weight fraction of PMMA from 54 to 32 to 19%, as expected
a morphology transition, from sphere to cylinder to vesicle was
observed in the dispersion polymerization performed in
chloroform. This observation is consistent with the previous
observation in the literature for RAFT dispersion polymeriz-
ations, however it is interesting as the polymers in this work
have much broader polydispersities which does not seem to
affect the self-assembly process.13

In comparison, when 1,4-dioxane was used as the polymer-
ization solvent, a sphere-cylinder-vesicle transition was not
observed when increasing the block length of TMA from 50 to
200 (Table S1, 6b, 4–0, 7, 8; Fig. S19–S24†). Instead across the
PMMA composition range (from 32 to 19 to 14 to 11 weight%,
for polymers 6b, 4–0, 7, and 8, respectively) only larger
micelles were observed which increased in size (from 21 to
341 nm) as the DP of the PTMA block increased. The possible
reason for this observation is that the nucleobase polymers
have better solubility and weaker intra- and intermolecular
chain interactions in 1,4-dioxane than chloroform (Ka = 12
versus 20 M−1 at 60 °C). It has been shown by van Hest, for
related nucleobase systems, that solvents such as water lead to
a higher than calculated lypophilic fraction, which in turns
leads to the formation of spherical micelles across a broader
composition window.38

Effect of adenine-containing mediator

A mediator is commonly used in nucleobase-containing chem-
istry for a number of reasons, including to avoid the precipi-
tation of polymer, to protect the activity of a catalyst66 or
control polymer tacticity.29 Inspired by a previous study,66 an
adenine-containing mediator was used in this work to investi-
gate its effect on the resultant self-assembly morphologies
as well as the dispersity of the resultant copolymers. The
adenine-containing mediator, 9-hexyladenine (Scheme 2) was

synthesized according to a previous literature report
(Scheme S1 and Fig. S25†).52

RAFT dispersion polymerization was carried out in the pres-
ence of the adenine-containing mediator (amount of TMA :
mediator = 1 : 1) using PMMA70 as the macro-CTA and chloro-
form as the solvent. The studied DPs of the thymine-contain-
ing block were 20, 50, and 100 (Scheme 2, to afford polymers
5′, 6a′, and 4–100′ respectively). When the DP of the thymine-
containing block was 20, small spherical micelles were
obtained (Fig. 3a, 5′), which was very close to the morphology
obtained in the absence of the mediator (Fig. 2a, 5). Moreover,
the dispersity of the resultant copolymer obtained in the pres-
ence of the mediator was much narrower compared to the
copolymer obtained in the absence of mediator (Fig. 3d and
S26†). However, the monomer conversion was also lower (66%)
perhaps due to the improved solubility of TMA in the presence
of mediator, which changes the kinetics from a dispersion
polymerization to a solution polymerization.

In the case of the DP 50 TMA block, spherical micelles were
observed in the presence of the mediator (Fig. 3b, 6a′), which
is different from the polymerization performed, under identi-
cal conditions, without the addition of the mediator (Fig. 2b,
6a where cylinders were formed). In the presence of the
adenine-containing mediator, the solubility of PTMA in chloro-
form increases, which decreases the apparent packing para-
meter of the assembly,67 therefore spherical micelles were
formed instead of cylinders.

Further increasing the DP to 100 resulted in the formation
of vesicles (Fig. 3c, 4–100′; Fig. S28†) similar to that observed
for the polymerization without mediator (Fig. 1a, 4–100).
However, in this case the vesicles possessed wrinkled mem-
branes, which are thought to be due to the complementary
interactions between the PTMA and adenine-containing
mediator disrupting the assembly process. Overall, addition of

Scheme 2 Synthetic route for the thymine-containing diblock copoly-
mers using RAFT dispersion polymerization in the presence of adenine-
mediator.

Fig. 3 Representative TEM images (a–c) of self-assemblies prepared by
RAFT dispersion polymerization in chloroform with adenine-containing
mediator for a target copolymer PMMA70-b-PTMAn and SEC traces (d) of
resultant copolymers obtained with or without mediator for DP 20
thymine block. Scale bar: 100 nm.
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an adenine-containing mediator does not significantly change
the observed morphology for the series of PTMA block copoly-
mers. Moreover, a narrowing of the dispersity of the resultant
copolymer is only observed for the short thymine-containing
block and for the longer thymine-containing blocks, little
effect on dispersity is observed.

Effect of macro-CTA

When PMMA with a DP of 70 was used as the macro-CTA
above, all the polymers obtained were poorly defined and
bimodal distributions were observed by SEC analysis in the
majority of polymerization conditions. In order to improve the
control of polymerization, a macro-CTA with a higher DP was
studied as it should be better able to stabilize the growing
solvent-insoluble thymine blocks. To explore this, PMMA with
a DP of 220 (PMMA220, 3) was used as the macro-CTA for com-
parison with PMMA70, 2 and the target DP of the thymine-con-
taining block was kept constant at 50. In chloroform, spherical
micelles (9a) were observed by TEM analysis when 3 was used
as the macro-CTA (Fig. 4a). As expected this is different from
the morphology formed when using 2 as the macro-CTA
(Fig. 2b) as the longer PMMA block leads to a higher solvo-
philic weight fraction (59 versus 32%, polymers 9a and 6).39

In contrast, when 1,4-dioxane was used as the solvent the
resultant self-assembly, 9b, was not well-defined as deter-
mined by both TEM and DLS analysis (Fig. 4b and S30†). From
TEM analysis, a phase-separated pattern was observed and by
DLS a broad and fluctuating distribution suggested that the
resultant structures were not stable in solution. In this case it
was observed that the resultant polymer, 9b, has a significantly
narrower dispersity than the related polymers prepared in
chloroform (9a) or with the shorter macro-CTA (4–0) due to the
improved solubility of the growing diblock in 1,4-dioxane
(Fig. S30†).

In this study, nearly all the block copolymers obtained were
bimodal by SEC analysis, despite this the resultant self-assem-
blies were surprisingly well-defined and predictable. In a dis-
persion polymerization, polymerization proceeds in the
polymer particles as they absorb monomers from the continu-
ous phase,68 however, in our system as the pyrimidine–pyrimi-
dine interactions are relatively weak (compared to purine–
purine interactions) and the monomer has good solubility in
the polymerization solvent, we hypothesize that the monomer

absorption into the core of the particles is modest and thus
the aggregates can readily establish a thermodynamic equili-
brium, which leads to the formation of well-defined structures
despite the broad dispersity of the constituent copolymers.

Conclusions

In conclusion, RAFT dispersion polymerizations have been uti-
lized to polymerize thymine-containing monomers using
PMMA as a macro-CTA. Effects of various factors including
choice of polymerization solvent, the targeted degree of
polymerization, the length of macro-CTA and the presence of
an adenine-containing mediator were investigated. In general,
the resultant aggregates induced by the polymerizations are
well-defined despite the high dispersity of the resultant poly-
mers. Furthermore, by changing the polymerization solvent a
wide variety of morphologies could be targeted. This study
demonstrates that RAFT dispersion polymerization is a facile
method to prepare a variety of thymine-containing nano-
objects which may find interest in further assembly appli-
cations or recognition.
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